Tactile Stimulation Improves Sensorimotor Rhythm-based BCI Performance in Stroke Patients.
BCI decoding accuracy plays a crucial role in practical applications. With accurate feedback, BCI-based therapy determines beneficial neural plasticity in stroke patients. In this study, we aimed at improving sensorimotor rhythm (SMR)-based BCI performance by integrating motor tasks with tactile stimulation. Eleven stroke patients were recruited for three experimental conditions, i.e., motor attempt (MA) condition, tactile stimulation (TS) condition, and tactile stimulation-assisted motor attempt (TS-MA) condition. Tactile stimulation was delivered to the paretic hand wrist during both task and idle states using a DC vibrator. We observed that the TS-MA condition achieved greater motor-related cortical activation (MRCA) in alpha-beta band when compared with both TS and MA conditions. Consequently, online BCI decoding accuracies between task and idle states were significantly improved from 74.5% in the MA condition to 85.1% in the TS-MA condition (p < 0.001), whereas the accuracy in the TS condition was 54.6% (approaching to the chance level of 50%). This finding demonstrates that sensory afferent from peripheral nerves benefits the neural process of sensorimotor cortex in stroke patients. With appropriate sensory stimulation, MRCA is enhanced and corresponding brain patterns are more discriminative. This novel SMR-BCI paradigm shows great promise to facilitate the practical application of BCI-based stroke rehabilitation.